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Abstract. The publish/subscribe communication paradigm has many characteristics that lend themselves well to mobile
wireless networks. Our research investigates the extension of current publish/subscribe systems to support subscriber mobility
in such networks. We present a novel mobility management scheme based on apro-activecaching approach to overcome the
challenges and the performance concerns of disconnected operations in publish/subscribe systems. We discuss the mechanism
of our proposed scheme and present a comprehensive experimental evaluation of our approach and alternative state-of-the-art
solutions based onreactiveapproaches anddurable subscriptions. The obtained results illustrate significant performance
benefits of our proposed scheme across a range of scenarios. We conclude our work by discussing a modeling approach that can
be used to extrapolate the performance of our approach in a near-size environment (in terms of broker network and/or subscriber
population) to our experimental testbed.
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1. Introduction

A publish/subscribe (pub/sub) system is a push-based information dissemination model that inherently
decouples communication between publishers and subscribers in time, space, andflow [2,13]. In such a
system,publishersare the information producers that deliver information to adistributed set of brokers
in the form ofmessages(orevents), subscribersare the information consumers that subscribe to receive
a selective set of messages within the system, andbrokersare the routers that ensure the reliable and
timely delivery of published messages to all interested subscribers. The pub/sub-based architecture is
recently considered as a promising communication paradigmfor future mobile information dissemination
applications [22,27]. This is due to the advantages of this paradigm, includingdecoupling, anonymous,
andasynchronousmany-to-many information dissemination.

Most existing pub/sub systems [8,9,39,54] are designed forfixed wired networks, where both publisher
and subscriber clients are usually stationary and have reliable low-latency high-bandwidth connections.
Support and optimizations for client mobility are not built-in features of their formal semantics. Instead,
it is left to the applications to adapt to the conditions of dynamic environments. This can significantly
complicate the development of information dissemination applications. Recently, some literature [11,
42,46] has taken a first step towards supporting mobility in pub/sub systems. There is hence a pressing
need for add-on protocols to extend these systems to operatein mobile wireless environments that
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are characterized by frequent and unpredictable disconnections of participants due to wireless channel
impairments or client mobility.

Although mobility management is widely studied by mobile computing researchers, the indirect com-
munication paradigm of pub/sub systems introduces new challenges in designing handoff management
solutions [11,41]. In a pub/sub system, published messagesdo not rely on an explicit destination address
set by the publishers. Instead, they are routed to the end points (subscribers) based on their content
and the subscriptions in the system. In other words, publishers do not know the explicit addresses
of subscribers and therefore acknowledgement mechanism cannot be used to identify message loss.
Subscribers cannot also depend on the sequence numbers of the received messages to detect message
loss as they receive a selective set of the published messages. As a result, without any coordination
between network brokers, subscribers may miss some or all the messages that were published during
their movements from one broker to another. This can be a serious issue for some applications that do
not tolerate message loss.

Since the migration of the subscribers is transparent to thesystem, the network brokers end up
managing a large number of inactive subscriptions and tracking their corresponding messages. As
perpetually caching messages for migrated subscribers imposes a substantial overhead on the brokers, the
overall system performance may gradually degrade to the point of failure. Moreover, the subscribers may
receive duplicated messages when they reconnect to the previously visited brokers. Such duplication may
result in flooding the wireless channel and wasting a considerable amount of the bandwidth. Reported
studies [14,15,32] discuss the above issues in details. Thus, the handoff management solutions for
pub/sub systems should take into account these factors in addition to the conventional objectives such as
low handoff latency and message overhead to guarantee reliable message delivery semantic and to hide
the interruption of message dissemination.

In recent years, several mobility management solutions [7,11,14,29,36,52] have been proposed for
pub/sub systems deployed on various wireless environments. One most commonly-used solution is
based on areactivescheme [7,11,53]. The reactive scheme works as follows. Once a mobile subscriber
disconnects from source brokerBi, the broker starts to locally store published messages thatmatch the
subscriber’s subscriptions. When the subscriber reconnects to target brokerBj , it first informsBj that
it was previously connected toBi. ThenBj contactsBi to fetch the subscriptions associated with the
mobile subscriber. AfterBj obtains all the subscriptions, it subscribes these subscriptions and informs
Bi to remove them. ThenBj begins to store in a temporary queue all the new messages it receives for
the moving subscriber. Meanwhile,Bi sends all the subscriber messages toBj . After all the messages
are forwarded,Bj simply replays the set of locally stored messages and received messages fromBi to
the subscriber, potentially after removing duplicates from both set of messages. This scheme may result
in a drastic increase in the network traffic load since the subscriptions and actual messages need to be
transferred between the brokers [5]. It also imposes high handoff latency that may not be acceptable by
applications requiring fast handoffs between brokers to maintain high communication quality.

Another recently-used solution, based on adurable subscription-basedapproach [14,20,31,32,36],
is proposed to cope with the connection/disconnection operations. This approach is believed to be
highly reliable and is typically used for applications thatcannot tolerate message loss. In the absence of
any mobility management mechanism, the durable subscription-based approach suffers from the issues
described early when it is deployed on a mobile wireless domain in addition to the fact that frequent
mobility of subscribers significantly degrades the system performance. In such a scheme, as brokerBi

has no knowledge about the state of the mobile subscriber, which has already reconnected to broker
Bj, it will keep buffering messages for that subscriber, causingBi a significant performance overhead.
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Also, the durable subscription-based scheme does not support a mechanism that removes the subscriber
subscriptions from the previously visited brokers. In thiscase, each broker will end up managing a
large number of inactive subscribers that may not reconnectagain to that broker. Therefore, the durable
subscription-based scheme gains by not propagating subscriptions and messages between the brokers,
at the expense of perpetually caching messages for inactivesubscribers. Results reported in [14,15,20,
32] show that the system’s performance gets increasingly worse as the population of inactive subscribers
increases in the system.

In this paper, we propose a novel and efficient mobility management scheme for current pub/sub
systems to support subscriber mobility and to provide fast handoffs. The core idea of this scheme is
to intelligently transfer and cache subscriber contexts (its actual subscriptions) one broker-hop ahead
of its current broker in apro-activemanner (i.e., context transfer/caching occurs before the subscriber
movement). Since it is difficult to predict the subscriber’smovement, we need to identify thesetof
potential next brokers without examining the brokers’ topology and manually creating the set. We exploit
a data structure, calledneighbor graph, which forms the basis for our proposed pro-active scheme asit
dynamically captures the potential mobility graph of mobile subscribers. Each broker over time learns
about its immediate neighbors; thus, only these neighbors will receive/cache the subscriber context prior
to the occurrence of handoffs.

We have comprehensively evaluated the performance of our proposed pro-active scheme through
testbed experiments, comparing it to alternative solutions: reactive and/or durable subscription-based.
The obtained results show that our pro-active scheme achieves superior performance across a range of
scenarios over the other solutions in terms of message loss,message duplication, and handoff latency.
Using two different mobility models, we demonstrate that the pro-active approach can outperform the
other solutions even when the neighbor graph is a relativelyweak predictor of mobility (i.e., each
broker has many neighbors). As the neighbor graph narrows the choice of potential next-hop brokers,
the performance improvements become even more noticeable.We conclude our work by discussing a
modeling approach that can be used to extrapolate the performance of our proposed mobility management
scheme in a near-size environment (in terms of broker network and/or subscriber population) to our
experimental testbed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3
describes the system model and assumptions. Section 4 presents the proposed pro-active mobility
management scheme. Section 5 describes the experimental setup and discuses the evaluation results.
Section 6 applies a modeling approach to extrapolate the performance of our proposed pro-active scheme.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

In the recent years, several mobility management solutionshave been proposed for well-known
distributed pub/sub systems, like JEDI, SIENA, REBECA, andELVIN. JEDI [11] is one of the first
pub/sub systems to add support for subscriber mobility thatis based on explicitmoveInandmoveOut
operations. The mobile subscribers explicitly invoke these operations during the handoff process, which
can be problematic if a wireless link breaks down suddenly due to physical mobility or interference.
Also, JEDI adapts a hierarchical topology of event brokers,which has a potential performance bottleneck
at the root node of the hierarchical tree [5].

SIENA [7] is a scalable messaging system that has been extended to support subscriber mobility. The
extension is typically presented in the reactive fashion and evaluated in wired and GPRS-based networks.
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Although their reported results have demonstrated the applicability of their mobility extension, they are
limited to narrow evaluations of a single mobile subscriberroaming across the network. This limits the
value of their results since their proposed extension neverneeds to transfer a large volume of messages
between brokers.

REBECA [53] incorporates a reactive-based solution to support physical mobility in an acyclic event
topology. The mobility support scheme uses an intermediatenode between the source and target broker,
calledJunction, for synchronizing the brokers. The source broker routes subscriber messages through
the Junction to reach the target broker, and then the subscriber. The proposed extension relies on tracking
the Junction broker that significantly increases the handoff delay, particularly in a large-scale network,
and the overhead on the Junction [35]. It has not been justified why subscribers cannot maintain the
information about the source broker, necessitating an intermediary to manage mobility.

ELVIN [46] is an event-based system that supports disconnected operation using a central caching
proxy server but does not support mobility between proxies.In a wide-area system, mobility support
between proxies is needed and may also be useful for load balancing purpose. The central proxy server
tends to become a performance bottleneck and the system is not scalable.

Farooq et al. [14] presented their experience in evaluatingthe performance of a commercial JMS-based
pub/sub system in wired and mobile cellular networks. The nature of their work differs from ours since
it mainly focuses on studying the impact of certain mobilityfactors on the performance of reactive and
durable subscription-based schemes without proposing a new mobility management scheme.

Chelliah et al. [10] proposed a distance-based cache relocation scheme to support continuity of service
in a cellular network. To some extent, their approach is similar to the one proposed in [25]. The cache
is relocated to the next base station once the mobile user reaches the relocated point in the cell. This
mechanism relies mainly on predicting the path of the mobileuser accurately. A combined approach
of LA [45] and PM [28] techniques is used for path prediction.A distance-based relocation scheme is
used to identify the time at which the relocation has to be performed. Distance between the mobile unit
and base station is regularly monitored to make such a decision. The cost of prediction methods is high
as they are repeatedly applied to every individual mobile user that enters to a cell. They also show low
accuracy, which is not justified, even for a small number of visited cells. Moving close to the boundary
of a cell initiates unnecessary cache relocation. Due to thefact that relocation takes place just after the
handoff, the mobile user may experience service disruptionafter entering the new cell.

Katsaros et al. [2] introduced a prototype based on SCRIBE [42], an overly multicast routing system,
to support mobility in pub/sub systems. In their prototype architecture, a mobile client is connected to
an Overly Access Router (OAR) through the currently associated Access Point (AP). Since the mobile
clients move from one AP to another, it is possible that they will be served by a different OAR. In such a
case, the mobile client should inform the new OAR about the publications of its interest in order for the
OAR to join the appropriate trees. The cost of finding and joining the appropriate multicast trees should
be investigated as it has a direct impact on the handoff latency. Also, mobility prediction is absent in
their proposed solution and thus proactive multicast groupjoins cannot be achieved to reduce the handoff
latency. Caching mechanisms should be utilized to improve the efficiency of their approach.

Podnar et al. [41] discussed a persistent notification scheme to support subscriber mobility. In this
scheme, each broker maintains a list of the IDs for the eventsrouted to its neighbor brokers and the
interested subscribers. It also stores the published events in a persistent buffer according to their
lifetime. When a mobile subscriber reconnects to a new broker, the subscriber will provide the IDs of
the latest received events to the new broker in order to avoidduplicated events. This scheme constantly
burdens neighbor brokers with event transfer/caching thatleads to a significant degradation in the system
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performance. This is due to the lack of coordination betweensubscriber mobility and the caching process.
The scheme also adds extra load on the brokers as they are required to maintain a large volume of IDs
and validate the lifetime of a tremendous number of events.

Burcea et al. [5] deployed a simple handoff management scheme that is based on the successful
prediction of the subscriber destination. In the proposed scheme, the subscriber context is transferred
to the destination brokers once the mobile subscriber disconnects from the network. The entire context
will then be removed from the source broker. This limits the proposed scheme to only support mobility
but not disconnect/reconnect operations that may occur frequently due to the loss of connectivity. Our
proposed approach takes into consideration such behavior and can handle it well. The proposed scheme
may also not be adequate for supporting fast handoffs particularly in large-scale networks as the context
pre-fetching takes place only after the mobile subscriber disconnects from the network. In our scheme,
the subscriber context is always transferred prior to the subscriber movement to support fast handoffs.
The authors have not evaluated their approach in the presence of multiple brokers, which severely limits
the applicability of their approach.

Wang et al. [49] provided a handoff management scheme, whichis calledmulti-hop handoff(MHH),
to offer reliable and ordered delivery of messages to mobilesubscribers with minimized cost (in terms
of message loss and duplication). In MHH, when a mobile subscriber disconnects from the system,
the new incoming messages will be buffered at the subscriber’s last visited broker. Once the subscriber
reconnects to a new broker, the subscriber context (subscriptions and messages) is migrated in parallel.
The context is typically moved hop-by-hop along the path from the last visited broker to the new broker
in a reactive manner. In general, the proposed scheme will introduce high handoff latency as it may take
a long time for the new broker to receive the subscriber context upon its reconnection, particularly when
the network is congested or is large.

Hu et al. [21] addressed subscriber mobility in a distributed content-based pub/sub system. They
mainly focus on the transactional semantics required by a mobile subscriber (i.e., a subscriber who
wishes to disconnect from a source broker and reconnect to a new broker in the overlay as part of
a transaction). They identified the transactional semantics for a mobile subscriber and outlined the
transactional concerns at various layers, focusing on the subscriber movement and routing protocol
layers. The proposed solution requires the system to reconfigure and update the routing tables of all
the brokers on the path from the source to the destination broker. Such a behavior in the high mobility
scenarios can be very costly from a performance perspective.

Tarkoma et al. [47] discussed a formal discrete model to study the safety and cost of handoff protocols
for both publisher and subscriber mobility in content-based routing networks. Three new properties are
defined to improve mobility support in the pub/sub topologies, namelyoverlay-based routing, rendezvous
points, andcompleteness checking. Overlay-based routing prevents the content-based flooding problem.
It abstracts the communication used by the pub/sub system from the underlying network-level routing
and enables the system to cope with network-level routing errors and node failures. Rendezvous points
simplify mobility by allowing better coordination of topology updates. Completeness checking ensures
that subscriptions and advertisements are fully established (propagated) in the topology. The reported
results are limited to a single performance metric (i.e., message cost), which is not sufficient to completely
evaluate the impact of different protocols and topologies in managing mobile pub/sub clients.

3. System model

This section gives an overview of the system model and outlines some of the properties and assumptions
of the used pub/sub system. In our system model, the broker network is modeled as an undirectedgeneral
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peer-to-peergraphG = (V , E), whereV is the vertex set of all brokers,V = {B1, · · ·, Bk}, andE is
the set of unordered distinct pairs of edges (orlinks), e = {Bi, Bj} whereBi 6= Bj. Two brokersBi

andBj ∈ V may communicate directly only if they are linked by an edgee. We formally say thatBi

andBj have a neighboring relationship if{Bi, Bj} ∈ E. We thus define the set of allBi neighbors in
G as follows:Neighbor(Bi) = {Bj : Bj ∈ V , (Bi, Bj) ∈ E}. The set of brokers inG are assumed to
be distributed in the same geographical neighborhood region and the mobile subscribers may reconnect
to the physically closest brokers. This is an essential assumption in order to support emerging location
dependent services (i.e., messages routed to the subscribers based on their current locations) and reduce
the network overheads. It is assumed thatG is a static routing topology [7] that routes publications to
all interested subscribers.

The traffic onG travels via reliable and authenticated communication mechanism on each edgee and
is classified into two different categories:control andcontentmessages. The control traffic consists of
the subscription and mobility update messages that are mainly exchanged by peer brokers whereas the
content traffic consists of the actual data that are forwarded from publishers to interested subscribers.
Each broker maintains two tables: a Subscription Table (ST) and a Neighborhood Table (NT). The ST
consists of a set of{(E, Sub)} pairs that record the subscriptions (Sub) received from or delivered to the
immediate neighbor brokers. The edges of the neighbor brokers are recorded into the NT as a{(E,T )}
pairs that are used for the control traffic routing.T is a timestamp used to ensure the correctness and
freshness of the NT as discussed later.

In our system model, a subscriber handoff is performed between two brokers in the network:Bi and
Bj ∈ V Bi is the source broker andBj is the destination broker that is usually unknown to the mobile
subscriber. After the subscriber disconnects fromBi, the handoff is negotiated and a new connection is
established withBj. Some systems limit subscriber mobility between only border brokers, the leaves
of a routing tree. In contrast, we allow mobile subscribers to commute between any two brokers. The
edgee betweenBi andBj is unique sinceG is a peer-to-peer graph. We refer to an edgee asactive
if a subscriber logically moves across that edge. It is necessary to keep track ofinactiveedges as they
drastically impact the system’s performance due to the overhead of propagating unnecessary subscriptions
and messages in the system. Hence, we regularly update NT to capture the active edges and eliminate
inactive ones. BrokerBj uses the propagated subscriptions, received from brokerBi, to store messages
for offline subscribers in a dedicated buffer. All stored messages will then be routed directly to the
mobile subscriber once it hands off toBj. Subscription covering [26] is a key technique to quench
the subscription propagation and hence reduces the propagation overhead. We give no consideration
to such technique due to its high cost in an environment characterized by frequent movement [21].
In the described model, the mobile subscribers do not changetheir subscriptions during the course of
disconnect/reconnect operations, but they are free to change them when connected to a broker.

The work described in this paper is based on the content-based subscription system that enables
subscribers to express their interests with a finer level of granularity. It is also based on the use of
the flooding strategy to steer message delivery to the distributed brokers. This strategy is strongly
recommended by [3,39] in highly mobile environments since mapping content-based pub/sub systems
on top of IP Multicast (topic-based) results in an explosion of multicast groups. Like most previously
discussed work on supporting subscriber mobility in pub/sub systems, our work assumes that there
are no failures at the pub/sub routing layer (broker nodes and their links) as the development of fault-
tolerant pub/sub protocols [23] is out of the scope of this paper. Security has also not been addressed
in conjunction with our proposed mobility management scheme. We assume that previously proposed
techniques [44,48] can be also applied to our approach. In this work, we are only interested in managing
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subscriber mobility and not concerned about publisher mobility that has been addressed by others [37].
Unlike subscribers, there is no specific information that the publishers would miss during the period of
their handoffs.

4. A pro-active mobility management scheme

Although the lower layers (such aslink-layerandIP-layer) are conceptually the “right layers” to express
the context of mobility support, the lower-layer mobility protocols have not been widely accepted and
deployed for several reasons [4,47]. The application-layer mobility solutions on the other hand can easily
remove the major drawbacks of the lower-layer mobility protocols and offer better mobility solutions for
the next-generation heterogeneous networks. This motivates our choice to solve the mobility problem at
the application-layer.

The core idea of our pro-active mobility management scheme is to intelligently transfer/cache a
subscriber’s context (subscriptions/messages) one broker-hop ahead of its current broker in apro-active
fashion (i.e., context transfer/caching occurs prior to the handoff of the mobile subscriber). Aneighbor
graph, which forms the basis of our proposed scheme, is used to dynamically capture the candidate set
of brokers to which subscriber context should be pro-actively transferred to and cached at.

We model subscriptions to be in eitheractiveor passivemode. When a subscription is in active mode,
it is used for filtering incoming messages and only those messages that match its filter are either routed
to the subscriber or cached locally for future use. A passivesubscription, on the other hand, is simply
ignored in the filtering process. Initially, a subscriber submits an active subscription to a broker to receive
the messages of its interest.

4.1. The pro-active context distribution algorithm

The pro-active context distribution algorithm is at the core of our pro-active mobility management
scheme and described here at a high level as separate cases that correspond to variousconnection,
disconnection, andhandoffscenarios. Figure 1 depicts a simplified finite state machine(FSM) diagram
that more formally describes the protocol. The following notation is used throughout the description:
S: a subscriber who is potentially mobile.
Bj: a broker who is initially servingS.
Bi: a neighbor broker ofBj .
Sub(S): S’ subscriptions.
Msgs(S): S’ messages.

Neighbor(Bj): set of neighbor brokers ofBj.
Context(S): {Sub(S)+Msgs(S)}.
Timeout(S): a chosen timeout for managing
Context(S). When it expires,Context(S) is
garbage collected.

The following pseudo-code summarizes the algorithm, as executed on each broker:
Case 1: WhenS initially connects to brokerBj, Bj sends a passive copy ofSub(S) to each broker

Bi ∈Neighbor(Bj), which locally storesSub(S). In the meantime, brokerBj routes the published
messages toS.

Case 2: WhenS disconnects from the network due to poor network connectivity or a handoff, broker
Bj detects this (through receiving generic ping replies fromS periodically) and consequently sends an
activate request to each brokerBi ∈ Neighbor(Bj). Following this request, brokerBj forwardsMsgs(S)
to its neighborsBi until the activation request is acknowledged, to avoid message loss that may occur
due to the activation latency. AsSub(S) is activated,Neighbor(Bj) will locally store all the incoming
messages that matchSub(S). The ID of the latest message consumed byS (for each subscription) is
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Fig. 1. FSM diagram for the pro-active context distributionalgorithm.

enclosed with the activation request and thus only the messages with higher IDs are stored. BrokerBj

similarly keeps bufferingMsgs(S) as it may reconnect toBj again.
Case 3: WhenS reconnects to the same brokerBj, rather than moving to a neighbor brokerBi, Bj

sends a deactivate request to its neighborsBi, informing them to deactivateSub(S), terminate the caching
process, and clean up their local buffers. In the meantime, brokerBj routes all buffered messages toS.

Case 4: When S moves from brokerBj to brokerBk, Bk informs Bj that is currently serving
S. Accordingly, brokerBj requests its neighborsBi either to deleteContext(S) or deactivateSub(S),
excluding brokerBk. To reduce the overhead of context transfer,Bk andBj exchangeNeighbor(Bk)
andNeighbor(Bj). Throughout these lists, brokerBj can decide whichSub(S) should be deleted and
whichSub(S) should be deactivated for future use by brokerBk. Similarly, brokerBk can identify which
Sub(S) should be routed to its neighborsBi. Neighbor brokers typically exchange neighbor information
whenever an edge is added to or deleted from their lists.

Case 5: WhenS moves from brokerBk to brokerBj, Bj first checks ifContext(S) is available in its
buffer. If it is not found in the buffer,Bj requestsContext(S) from Bk. If Context(S) is found in the local
buffer ofBj, similar actions tocase 1will be performed.

Case 6: WhenS unsubscribes from brokerBj , Bj instructs its neighborsBi to deleteContext(S) from
their buffers.
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Case 7: When brokerBj receivesContext(S) from its neighbors, it locally stores it in a persistent
buffer.

Case 8: WhenS disconnects from brokerBj andTimeout(S) is reached,Bj informs its neighbors
Bi to deleteContext(S) from their buffers. This is a necessary task to manage mobile subscriber
failures/crashes.

As this algorithm executes in parallel on all brokers, concurrency issues need to be dealt with,
in particular potential race conditions due to network latency or/and delayed response of overloaded
brokers. Race conditions appear when two concurrent operations, initiated by two different brokers,
are intended to change the state of the same subscription(s)(e.g., activate, deactivate, or delete states).
This could then lead to an inconsistent state among the same subscription(s) copies stored at neighbor
brokers, and hence impact the performance of the pro-activeapproach. For example, whenS enters the
MoveOutstate, brokerBj sends a deactivate request to the neighbor brokersBi that are also neighbors
of brokerBk. It may happen thatS disconnects fromBk at the same time thatBj issued the deactivate
request. In this case,Bk also needs to send an activate request to its neighborsBi. Due to the previously
mentioned delays, it is possible that theSub(S) are activated to support the movement ofS from Bk

and then deactivated based on the request issued byBj. To address this race condition, we have
integrated the broker ID with the propagated subscription(s) to indicate which broker has the control
to deactivate or delete the activated subscription(s). Theintegrated ID is frequently updated using the
activate request received from the most recent broker that served the moving subscriber. Looking at
the previous scenario,Bj would not be allowed to deactivate theSub(S) sinceBk gained control of the
Sub(S) just after performing the activate request. This keeps theSub(S) in a consistent/appropriate state
and eliminates the overhead of the reactive method.

Similarly, race conditions may occur whenS hands off to brokerBk. In this case, brokerBj needs to
issue a delete request to remove theSub(S) from its neighbor brokersBi (that are currently not broker’s
Bk neighbors) once it is informed byBk about the subscriber’s handoff. It may happen that one or more
of those brokers become broker’sBk neighbors just after notifyingBj . Bk does not need to propagate
a copy of theSub(S) to the new added neighbors as it has previous knowledge (through the exchanged
neighbor information) that there are previously propagated copies of the sameSub(S) at those neighbors.
Thus, ifS disconnects from its current brokerBk and an activate request is sent byBk to its neighbors,
we may experience concurrent requests sent byBk andBj (activate and delete requests). The broker
ID can again help to control such a situation. When the activate request is performed, brokerBk gains
control over theSub(S) and thus the delete request is ignored. Note that in case theactivate request could
not find theSub(S), Bk will be notified and asked to deliverContext(S) prior toS arrival.

Finally, race conditions may occur in theunsubscribestate. IfS hands off to brokerBk and just after
the old brokerBj has been informed,S may decide to unsubscribe from the system. Thus, the neighbor
brokers ofBj andBk may receive concurrent requests (deactivate and delete). In this scenario, the delete
request will fail if it gets executed before the deactivate request as brokerBj still has control over the
active subscription(s). This leads to having a number of unclaimed subscriptions in the system. Note
that the deactivate request disables the control attribute(broker ID) and therefore subscription(s) can be
removed. To manage this race condition, the delete operation here has a special privilege to remove
subscriptions without examining the control attribute of the subscriptions since the subscriber is leaving
for good. A subscriber timing out is an alternative situation where a race condition may occur in the
unsubscribestate. Consider the scenario whenS disconnects from brokerBj and then hands off to
brokerBk. If Bj for some reasons has not been informed about the subscriber movement, it will send a
timeout request to the neighbors once the timeout interval is reached, deletingSub(S). If S disconnects
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from Bk and at the same timeBj reaches its timeout interval, we again have conflicting concurrent
requests (activate and delete). This race condition can be handled by using the control attribute (broker
ID) as discussed earlier. Note that the delete request here does not have special privilege to ignore the
control attribute as with the previous scenario.

4.2. Neighbor graph

The effectiveness of our proposed pro-active mobility management scheme largely relies on the
successful approximation of the subscriber’s movement. For a better chance of success, brokerBj can
approximate a set of potential brokers that are most likely to be the next-hop destination ofS. This
approximation can be achieved, e.g., through observationsof the mobility patterns of subscribers. We
hence make full use of a data structure, calledneighbor graph, which provides the abstractions to achieve
this goal.

A neighbor graph is basically a geometrical representationof a network (a collection of verticesV
connected in neighborhood fashion). The graph contains a set of edgesE (or mobility paths) that directly
connect every vertexv (broker) to each of its neighbors. As a result, the neighborsof a given brokerBi

in the graph correspond to the set of potential next-hop brokers. The neighboring relationship among
the brokers can be represented byundirectededges if it is reflective. In other words, ifS travels from
brokerBj to Bi or vice versa, we then connectBj andBi with a single undirected edge. As the mobile
subscribers in our experimental testbed are allowed to travel in a bidirectional way, we choose to use an
undirected graph to represent the mobility paths between the brokers.

One way of building the neighbor graph is to allow individualsubscribers to capture their own mobility
graphs and offer them to the brokers upon their connections.Building the graph in such a way has several
drawbacks. Mobile subscribers presumably use portable devices with limited capability (in terms of
CPU and memory) to interact with the distributed brokers in the backbone network. Hence, the task of
capturing the mobility graph by subscribers adds additional load on these devices; potentially degrading
their performance, especially in a large-scale network where the size of the global neighbor graph is large.
Each mobile subscriber needs to repeatedly submit its global graph upon its connection to the target
broker. This may result in consuming a considerable amount of bandwidth and potentially congesting
the wireless channel, particularly with a large subscriberpopulation. To approximate mobility in a
neighborhood fashion, brokers need to acquire knowledge only about the local view of the complete
graph (i.e., its subset of neighbor brokers). As a result, forwarding the global view to the target brokers
is indeed inadequate as it may include a number of non-neighbor brokers, hence adding irrelevant load
on the system. Every broker also needs to separately deal with (e.g., store, search, and update) the
graphs of individual subscribers, which may complicate andincrease the overhead of processing the pro-
active approach. In addition, building subscriber-specific neighbor graphs will prevent subscribers to
benefit from common movement patterns, which get reinforcedas different subscribers migrate between
specific brokers. Thus, we choose to allow individual brokers (typically running on machines with high
capabilities) to automatically build the neighbor graph that captures the local view of their neighbors.

The neighbor graph can be constructed either in a static manner (i.e., manually created once and
never changes over time) or in a dynamic manner (i.e., automatically generated and adaptively changes
according to the mobility pattern). A static neighbor graphis problematic as it fails to adapt itself to
the dynamic changes in the mobility pattern and/or broker topology. The neighbor graph also can be
maintained either in a centralized manner (i.e., a single server stores the entire graph) or in a distributed
manner (i.e., each broker stores a local view of the entire graph). A centralized neighbor graph raises
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Fig. 2. The construction of the neighboring relation.

scalability and performance concerns as the network grows.Thus, we opted for a dynamic and distributed
manner when generating the neighbor graph.

Several techniques [30,50] were proposed in the literatureto build the neighbor graph, which are
largely based on neighborhood search in the proximity space. In this paper, we adopt a different
methodology for constructing the neighbor graph, which depends mainly on capturing the movement of
mobile subscribers. Figure 2 illustrates how the adopted methodology works. Algorithm 2 summarizes
the scenarios of the adopted methodology for constructing the neighboring relationship at each broker.

Two complementary methods can be used by each broker to effectively learn the edges in the neighbor
graph. Thefirst method is to attach the address of the old brokerBj with the reconnection request sent
by the mobile subscriberS to the new brokerBi, hence building the neighboring relationship between
the two brokers. Thesecondmethod is to use the request for context transfer received from the new
brokerBi to establish the relationship. This request is usually triggered whenever theContext(S) is not
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found at that broker. It is worth mentioning that someoutlier edges (i.e., the ones that do not correctly
model the neighboring relation) may be added to the neighborhood table. The table may also hold some
unusededges that are created through rarely used paths. The impactof the outlier and unused edges on
the performance of our pro-active approach can be significant due to the additional overhead required to
cacheContext(S) over time. It is thus essential to remove such edges from thegraph table over time. To
this end, we use a timestamp-based Least Recently Used (LRU)method to ensure the correctness and
freshness of the graph. It should be apparent from that description that the autonomous creation of the
graph makes it self-adaptive to dynamism in the neighboringrelation (e.g., adding and deleting brokers,
changing network topology, changing user behavior, etc.).Each broker independently builds and locally
stores a subgraph of the complete graph of all brokers.

As the neighbor graph is initially an empty graph, the majority of handoffs, based on our creation
algorithm, cause edge-addition during the early age of the graph, thereby reducing its benefit in our
pro-active approach. Also, a mobile subscriber performingthe first handoff along a path not in the graph
may miss its messages, as the graph fails to provide information about the potential next brokers. To
avoid this, the first mobile subscriber to cross over a path will receive its context inreactivemanner. This
will be gradually changed to the pro-active manner as the edges are added to the graph.

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we describe our experimental environment and performance results for our pro-active
scheme with various workload conditions. We compare our proposed scheme with two major existing
schemes:reactiveanddurable subscription-based.

5.1. Experimental environment

The selected pub/sub system for our experimental study is based on a recent middleware technology
called Java Message Service (JMS) [31]. JMS is a service-oriented API specification introduced by Sun
to provide a standard platform for Java applications to create, send, and receive messages. Detailed
descriptions of the JMS features can be found in [31,36]. We extended the selected JMS-based pub/sub
system with the core functionalities of the pro-active and reactive schemes, the implementation details
are more fully described in [17]. The durable subscription-based scheme is a built-in feature of all
JMS-based pub/sub systems.

5.1.1. Testbed
Our testbed consisted of a dedicated network often Intel based Pentium 4 machines running RedHat

9, inter-connected by a 100 Mbps switch. Six machines were used for running six instances of the
JMS broker with default configuration values. This work considers the distribution of these brokers in
a simple in-building scenario as shown in Fig. 3 (left-side). The dotted lines represent a potential path
of motion and the square boxes show the placement of broker nodes. Figure 3 (right-side) shows the
complete experimental network. A router machine was used for running a wireless network emulator
NistNet [38], with all the communication between the subscribers and the brokers tunneled through this
router. All the configuration parameters for NistNet, like packet delay, packet loss, packet duplication,
and network bandwidth, were set to the most commonly used values reported for IEEE 802.11 wireless
LAN networks [19,51]. One machine was used for running a single message publisherP1 to inject
messages in the broker network. The remaining two machines (S1 andS2) were used for running
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Fig. 3. A general view of experimental setup constituting the network under consideration.

Fig. 4. Subscriber mobility model.

multiple subscribers. Subscribers that share the same machine run in separate threads and establish
independent connections. Each subscriber subscribes to a single broker to receive approximately 20%
of the published messages.

5.1.2. Mobility model
We developed a Java program to emulate subscriber mobility.Each subscriber goes through three

mobility states:connect(S0), disconnect(S1), andhandoff(S2), as shown in Fig. 4. Initially, a subscriber
enters to stateS0 to receive its messages from a uniformly chosen broker. The subscriber remains in
S0 for a randomly generated, exponentially distributed time with a mean ofTβ seconds. With an equal
probability (P01 = P02), the subscriber either moves to stateS1 or S2. S1 reflects the case of signal
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Table 1
Workload parameters

Workload parameters Input values Default values
Number of subscribers 10, 50, 100, 150, and 200 200
Sleep time 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 seconds 0 seconds
Network bandwidth 1Mbps and 11Mbps 11 Mbps
Queue size 1, 2, 3, and 4 Mbytes 1 Mbytes
Mean disconnect interval (Tδ) 12 and 24 seconds 12 seconds
Mean connect interval (Tβ) 60 and 150 seconds 60 seconds
Mean handoff interval (Tα) 1.5 and 3 seconds 3 seconds

breakdowns due to poor network connectivity. The subscriber remains inS1 for a randomly generated,
exponentially distributed time with a mean ofTδ seconds. With an equal probability(P10 = P12), the
subscriber either moves back toS0 and reconnects to the same broker or goes toS2. S2 represents the
case when a subscriber moves out of the covered area of its previous broker. After staying inS2 for a
randomly generated, exponentially distributed time with amean ofTα seconds, the subscriber moves to
S0 and reconnects to a different broker.

We applied two mobility models,random-basedandneighboring-based[1,12,18,24,33,43] to gauge
how the three mobility management schemes react to different forms of subscriber mobility. In the
random-based model, there are no dependencies or any other restriction modeled. The subscribers
randomly move to any new target brokers deployed in an open geographical area. The target brokers are
selected independently and uniformly, for every handoff, over the set of all six brokers. The subscribers
pause at the selected brokers for randomly chosen time and then resume their movements. In the
neighboring-based model, the area in which the subscribersare allowed to move is restricted due to
obstructions. In other words, the subscribers can only moveto some specific set of other locations
from any given location, i.e., there are only a certain number of paths leaving each location. Thus, the
subscribers in this model move to new neighbor brokers everyhandoff independently and uniformly over
a specific set of neighbor brokers. Similarly, the subscribers pause at the selected neighbors for their
randomly chosen time and then resume their movements.

5.1.3. Test conditions
Each experiment was run for a duration that was long enough toreach a steady state and repeated

several times for verification purposes. Each broker machine was fully dedicated to run a single instance
of the JMS broker. The CPU and memory usage of the broker machines were kept below 75% in any
saturated modes (maximum publication rate and/or large subscriber population) to prevent performance
bottlenecks. The publisher and subscriber machines must also not be bottlenecks, either, we ensured that
their CPU and memory utilizations similarly stayed below 75%. We used the Linux tool “sar” to monitor
the CPU and memory utilizations for each measurement run. Topic destinations and message stores are
purged and reinitiated to start each test with a clean slate.Clock synchronization of the publisher and
subscriber machines is required to calculate the end-to-end latency of message delivery and was done
using NTP.

The reported results were captured from the measurement data obtained under different workloads, as
summarized in Table 1. Unless otherwise stated, experiments were conducted using the default values
listed in Table 1. The following metrics were used to evaluate the performance of the three mobility
management schemes:

– Subscriber throughput(Ts): total number of messages received per second.
– Broker throughput(Tb): total number of messages routed per second to subscribers.
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Fig. 5. Overhead of mobility support schemes.

– Message loss(L): percentage of missed messages by subscribers.
– Message duplication(D): percentage of duplicated messages received by subscribers.
– End-to-end latency(E): average time (in seconds) that it takes a message to travelfrom the publisher

to the subscriber.
– Handoff latency(H): time (in seconds) between sending the reconnect request and receiving the first

message of the subscriber at its new broker.
– Message processing time(M): average time (in milliseconds) that it takes a broker to filter messages

and to route them to interested subscribers.

5.2. Performance results for random mobility model

We first present the performance results and comparisons of the pro-active, reactive, and durable
subscription-based approaches in terms of overall subscriber throughput, end-to-end latency, handoff
latency, message loss, and duplication. All the results presented are averages over 5 runs. For validity
purposes, we plot the 95% confidence interval on top of each data point. The results were obtained using
the random-based mobility model and default input values listed in Table 1. The random-based model
presents the worse-case scenario for our pro-active approach: hard to predict mobility can result in the
maximal protocol overhead. Due to space limitation only a representative set of the results are presented
here. Interested readers are referred to [17] for more details.

5.2.1. Overhead of mobility support
Figure 5 shows how the three schemes compare in terms of end-to-end latency (E) and subscriber

throughput (Ts) with the increase of subscriber population from 10 to 200. From the graph, we note that
thereactivelatency is by far the highest. A large portion of this latencyis due to the overhead imposed
by the state transfer semantic adopted by this scheme. During the handoffs, several messages may travel
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of handoff times.

along multiple brokers as the state transfer protocol cannot catch up with the moving subscribers. We
observed that the message overhead accounts for 37%–42% of the total consumed messages (i.e., the
percentage of messages consumed via state transfer protocol) with 200 subscribers. Thepro-active
latency is much lower than thereactiveas thepro-activescheme has almost no message overhead. In the
pro-activescheme, messages are always available at the neighbor brokers and can be routed directly to
the subscribers upon their reconnections. A small message overhead is imposed by this scheme to prevent
message loss that may occur due to the latency of subscription activation request. Thedurable-based
scheme shows the lowest latency as it has no state transfer overhead. However, it shows the lowest
throughput results due to constantly caching messages at multiple brokers. Thepro-activescheme also
shows the highest throughput, as it caches messages on-demand and almost has no message overhead.

5.2.2. Handoff latency
Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution of the handoff time. From the figure, we can note that the

reactivescheme’s latency is by far the highest among the three, with almost 60% of the handoffs taking
more than 1.2 seconds. In contrast, almost 60% of the handoffs take less than 0.35 and 0.05 seconds
with the pro-activeanddurable-basedschemes, respectively. The observed results confirm that these
two schemes can provide fast handoffs since the subscriber context is (almost) always ready at its new
target broker prior to a subscriber’s movement.

5.2.3. Frequency of handoffs
Figure 7 shows the performance results of the three schemes with low and high frequency of handoffs.

We used a mean connect time interval (Tβ) of 60 and 150 seconds in the low and high frequency of
handoffs, respectively. From the figures, we observe that the overall throughputs of thepro-activeand
durable-basedschemes slightly increase with the low handoff frequency. This is due to a reduced caching
overhead in the two schemes. This can be clearly observed in the significant reduction of their message
loss and duplication. Surprisingly, the overall throughput of thereactivescheme has not improved in the
low frequency handoff scenario shown in Fig. 7(a), nor has its message loss ratio. In the high frequency
handoff scenario, mobile subscribers connect with each broker for a short period. They may reconnect
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Fig. 7. Overall performance at a given handoff frequency.

back to their old brokers before the completion of their reactive state transfer. This leads to transferring
a small number of messages between the old and new broker, butoccurs quite often due to the high
frequency of handoffs. In the scenarios with low handoff frequency, most mobile subscribers complete
their state transfer before migrating to new locations. As aresult, the full cost of the state transfer is
incurred in such scenarios. For this reason, the throughputremains almost similar in the high and low
frequency handoff scenarios. However, the low frequency handoff scenario shows higher message loss
as the overhead of message transfer is high, with more messages discarded by the brokers.
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Fig. 8. Performance of pro-active approach in RND and NBR mobility patterns.

5.3. Comparing random and neighboring mobility patterns

Next we evaluate and compare the performance of thepro-activeapproach in the random (RND)
and neighboring (NBR) mobility patterns in terms of messageprocessing time (M ) and individual
broker throughput (Tb). Figure 8 shows the results of the selected metrics in the random (RND) and
neighboring (NBR) mobility patterns: the left y-axis presents broker throughput (Tb) and the right y-axis
shows message processing time (M ). The x-axis category corresponds to the set of brokers presented in
Fig. 3, describing the physical layout.

We observe that thepro-activeapproach shows lower message processing times under the NBR
mobility pattern with all brokers. This is a good indicator of the overhead reduction due to limiting the
mobility prediction to the (true) neighbor brokers. This results in reducing the number of immediate
neighbors of each broker and therefore improves the performance of thepro-activeapproach. For
example, brokerB5 shows the lowest message processing time among all the brokers because it has
only one neighbor brokerB3. In the RND pattern, brokerB5 shows higher processing time, as it
has 5 neighbor brokers and needs to buffer messages for each disconnected subscriber at one of these
neighbors. We can also observe that brokerB5 experiences much lower throughput results in the NBR
pattern. Since brokerB5 has only one neighbor broker, the number of subscribers visiting brokerB5
is much less than in the case of the random pattern. Therefore, brokerB5 routes fewer messages to the
overall subscribers. In contrast, brokersB3 andB6 have the largest number of neighbors (4 neighbors
each) among all the brokers and show the highest throughput results. These brokers are visited by a large
number of subscribers due to the NBR mobility pattern, thus many messages are routed through these
brokers (traffic hotspots).

The remaining section presents and compares the performance of the three mobility management
schemes using the RND and NBR mobility patterns and the default input values listed in Table 1.
Three different performance metrics are used to evaluate the behavior of the three approaches: the
overall subscriber throughput (Ts), message loss (L), and message duplication (D). We used different
subscriber populations (10, 100, and 200) to investigate the overall performance of the three approaches
under different workload conditions. Tables 2 through 4 summarize the respective results.
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Table 2
Subscriber throughput (Msgs/Sec) in the RND and NBR mobility patterns

Durable-based Reactive Pro-active
Subscribers RND NBR RND NBR RND NBR

10 86.99 86.28 92.39 90.53 108.90 124.72
100 589.33 574.32 664.39 663.63 810.26 957.32
200 806.81 791.74 980.77 953.17 1172.77 1420.26

Table 3
Message loss (%) in the RND and NBR mobility patterns

Durable-based Reactive Pro-active
Subscribers RND NBR RND NBR RND NBR

10 4.78 3.13 3.65 5.14 2.25 1.26
100 5.14 4.06 8.92 7.03 0.86 0.72
200 4.56 3.51 9.62 9.44 0.58 0.51

As shown in Table 2, thepro-activeapproach shows superior throughput results under the RND and
NBR mobility patterns, compared to the other approaches. Aswe expected, thepro-activeapproach
under the NBR mobility pattern shows a noticeable improvement in the throughput results compared
to the results achieved under the RND mobility pattern. Thisis because each broker in this pattern
has fewer neighbors compared to the scenario in the RND pattern (brokers have probabilistically the
same, maximum number of neighbors). As a result, the overhead (subscription propagation and message
caching) of thepro-activeapproach significantly decreases and hence subscriber throughput improves.
In contrast, the throughput results of the remaining approaches show a slight decrease with the various
subscriber populations as shown in Table 2. We suspect that such behavior is due to the increased load
on the central brokers (brokers that have a large number of immediate neighbors) that may become
performance bottlenecks. In thepro-activeapproach, we found the overhead on the central brokers has
not increased and is always less than the overhead under the RND pattern, as shown in Fig. 8.

Table 3 shows that thepro-active,durable-based, andreactiveapproaches demonstrate a slightly lower
percentage of message loss under the NBR mobility pattern. This is due to the fact that some brokers’
buffers (central brokers) are heavily utilized, but not others. Under the RND pattern, all the brokers’
buffers experience almost similar (and high) buffer utilization. An interesting observation is that the
percentage of message loss of thepro-activeapproach decreases gradually with the increase of subscriber
population under both mobility patterns. With larger populations, the probability of having similar
interest among the subscribers increases. This leads to a significant reduction in the caching overhead
of thepro-activeapproach as one copy of each message can be stored for many subscribers. Therefore,
message loss decreases with the increase of subscriber population. Thedurable-basedapproach shows
an approximately similar percentage of message loss with the increase in the subscriber population.
Although thedurable-basedapproach benefits from the similarity of interest, its caching overhead is
almost constant with different population sizes. This can be attributed to the continuous caching process
adopted by this approach. In contrast, thereactiveapproach does not benefit from the similarity of
interest as it does not reduce the overhead of state transfer. During the handoffs, state transfer has to
be performed individually for every moving subscriber and hence its overhead increases proportionally
with the subscriber population. Accordingly, message lossincreases with the increase of the overhead
imposed by subscriber population.

Table 4 shows that the message duplication slightly decreases under the NBR mobility pattern for the
durable-basedandreactiveapproaches. The pro-active approach shows zero message duplication under
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Table 4
Message duplication (%) in the RND and NBR mobility patterns

Durable-based Reactive Pro-active
Subscribers RND NBR RND NBR RND NBR

10 11.35 12.10 0.80 1.52 0.0 0.0
100 12.01 11.68 1.70 0.85 0.0 0.0
200 17.05 16.97 2.13 1.90 0.0 0.0

both mobility patterns as it keeps track of the last consumedmessage by each subscriber and only buffers
messages with higher ID than the last consumed message. Summarizing the results presented in these
three tables, we can conclude that the NBR mobility model improves the performance of thepro-active
approach in terms of overall throughput, message loss, and duplication. The two remaining approaches
have not shown a significant difference in their performanceresults when using either the RND or the
NBR mobility pattern.

6. Analytical approach for performance extrapolation

In this section, we present a modeling approach that can be used to extrapolate the performance of our
proposed pro-active scheme in a near-size environment (in terms of broker network and/or subscriber
population) to our experimental testbed. The general approach for performance extrapolation is as
follows: most performance metrics are a function of the number of active subscribers at each broker.
Thus, we first describe how to analytically derive the expected number of subscribers for a given broker
topology, overall subscriber population, and mobility model. We then use a curve-fitting approach to
relate the expected number of subscribers with a performance metric of interest: per-broker throughput.
The approach can be generalized to other performance metrics. To validate our approach, the fitted curve
derived from our experiments (using the random mobility model) is used to approximate the results in
the neighboring mobility model.

Here we use continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) to model subscriber mobility in the broker
network topology presented in Fig. 3. This is due to the fact that we have a discrete state space of
brokers (i.e., countable state space S= {1,. . . ,H}) and thesojourn times (holding time in one state
before moving to another) are exponentially distributed. In the following two subsections, we describe
in detail how CTMC is used for modeling the random and neighboring mobility of a mobile subscriber.

6.1. Modeling random mobility

In the random mobility model, a mobile subscriber has the freedom to randomly and uniformly move
to one ofN brokers available in the system. Thus, the state spaceS of this model can be defined byN
connectstates (brokers), a singlehandoff, and a singledisconnectstate. Hence,S = {1, · · ·,H}, where
H = N + 2. The transition states of the random model can then be presented by anH-state Markov
chain, as shown in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9, states{1} and{2} represent the handoff and disconnect states, respectively. The rest of the
states{3, · · ·,H} correspond to the connect states. The arrows in the figure depict the subscriber mobility
between different states while the parametersα, δ, andβ represent the transition (departure) rates from
state{1}, {2}, and{3, · · ·,H}, respectively. Based on the state diagram in Fig. 9, the values of these
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Fig. 9. State transition diagram for the random mobility model.

parameters can be determined as follows: LetTα,Tδ, andTβ be the mean sojourn time at state{1},{2},
and{3, · · ·,H}, respectively. Thus,

α =
1

NTα
(1)

δ =
1

(N + 1)Tδ

(2)

β =
1

2Tβ

(3)

The constant values (N,N+1, and 2) shown in the denominators of the previous three equations reflect
the number of possible destination states from the current state.

The M -matrix (also known as infinitesimal generator matrix) of the spaceS according to the state
transition diagram shown in Fig. 9 is described as follows:
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Let πi, i = 1, · · ·,H, be the stationary state probability that the mobile subscriber is in statei. Ac-
cordingly, theH-element row vectorπ = [π1 π2 π3 · · · πH ] represents theH stationary state
probabilities that satisfy the matrix equation shown in Eq.(4) and their summation is equal to one, i.e.,
H
∑

i=1

πi = 1.

πM = 0 (4)
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As the mobile subscriber moves to one of the connect statesi = 3, · · · ,H without any specific
preferences and its mobility follows a symmetrical behavior in terms of arrival and departure, the
stationary state probabilitiesπi, i = 3, · · ·,H are all equal. We denote the state probability of being in
any connect state byP . Thus, we haveP = π3 = π4 = · · · = πH , resulting in

H
∑

i=1

πi = π1 + π2 + NP = 1 (5)

By solving matrix Eq. (4), we obtain the state probabilities, π1 andπ2, of the handoff and disconnect
states, respectively.

π1 =
(N + 2)β

(N + 1)α
P (6)

π2 =
Nβ

(N + 1)δ
P (7)

Substitutingπ1 andπ2 into Eq. (4), we obtain the state probability,P , of being in any of the connect
statesi, i = 3, · · ·,H as follows:

P =

[

(N + 1)αδ

Nβα + (N + 2)βδ + N(N + 1)αδ

]

(8)

The expected numberE [xi] of subscribers at any connect statei, i = 3, · · ·,H, follows thebinomial
distribution, since the presence of each subscriber at state i is aBernoulliexperiment with probability of
successπi and probability of failure(1 − πi). Let K be the total number of subscribers in the system.
Thus, the expected number of subscribers at any connect state i, i = 3, · · ·,H, is given by

Pr{x subscribers are at statei}=(πi)
x (1 − πi)

K−x

(

K

x

)

= P x (1 − P )K−x

(

K

x

)

. This leads to

n
i
= E [xi] = KP = K

(N + 1)αδ

Nβα + (N + 2)βδ + N(N + 1)αδ
(9)

Similarly, we can obtain the expected number of subscribersat handoff state{1}, n1, and disconnect
state{2}, n2. Hence, we have

n1 = E [x1] = Kπ1 = K

(

(N + 2)βδ

Nβα + (N + 2)βδ + N(N + 1)αδ

)

(10)

n2 = E [x2] = Kπ2 = K

(

Nβα

Nβα + (N + 2)βδ + N(N + 1)αδ

)

(11)

6.2. Modeling neighboring mobility

In the neighboring mobility model, a mobile subscriber, from its current state, can only move to one of
its neighbor states, where the selected neighbor is chosen randomly and uniformly. The restriction on the
possible brokers the subscriber can move to, from its current broker, is modeled by multiple disconnect
and handoff states, a pair for each broker. Thus, the state spaceS of the neighboring model is defined by
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Fig. 10. State transition diagram for neighboring mobilitymodel.

S = {1, · · ·, 18}, six connect states{1, · · ·, 6}, six disconnect states{7, · · ·, 12}, and six handoff states
{13, · · ·, 18}. The transition states of the neighboring mobility model can accordingly be presented by
the18-state Markov chain, as shown in Fig. 10.

The arrows in the figure depict the subscriber mobility between different states while the parameters
β, δ, andαi, i = 13, · · · , 18 correspond to the transition (departure) rates from the connect, disconnect,
and handoff states, respectively. Based on the transition state diagram shown in Fig. 10 and the mean
sojourn time at each state, we can determine the values of theparameters (β, δ, andαi) as follows:

β =
1

2Tβ

(12)

δ =
1

2Tδ

(13)

αi =
1

EiTα

(14)

In the above three equations, the mean sojourn time at any connect, disconnect, and handoff states is
denoted byTβ, Tδ, andTα, respectively. The number of possible states from any connect or disconnect
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states is denoted by the constant 2 while the number of next possible neighbor states from any handoff
statei, i = 13, · · ·, 18 is denoted byEi.

We next determine theM -matrix of the state spaceS. As the cardinality ofS is 18, theM -matrix has
18 × 18 entries that denote the transition rates based on the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 10.
Thus, theM -matrix of the neighboring model is given by

M =
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0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 −2δ 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0
0 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 −2δ 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0
0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 −2δ 0 0 0 0 0 δ

0 α13 0 0 0 α13 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2α13 0 0 0 0 0
α14 0 α14 0 0 α14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3α14 0 0 0 0
0 α15 0 α15 α15 α15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −4α15 0 0 0
0 0 α16 0 0 α16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2α16 0 0
0 0 α17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α17 0

α18 α18 α18 α18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −4α18































































Let πi, i = 1, · · ·, 18, be the stationary state probability that the mobile subscriber is in statei. Thus,
the 18-element row vectorπ = [π1 π2 π3 · · · π18] represents the 18 stationary state probabilities

that satisfy the matrix equation in Eq. (4), and their summation is equal to one, i.e.
18
∑

i=1

πi = 1. Note

thatπi, i = 1, · · ·, 6, πi, i = 7, · · ·, 12, andπi, i = 13, · · · , 18 are the state probabilities of the connect,
disconnect, and handoff states, respectively. These stateprobabilities can be obtained by solving the
matrix equation indicated in Eq. (4). Now we can readily calculate the expected number of subscribers,
E [xi], at any statei, i = 1, · · ·, 18 in a similar way to that described in Section 6.1. LetK be the total
number of subscribers in the system. Hence, the expected number of subscribers at any statei is given
by

Pr{x subscribers are at statei} =(πi)
x (1 − πi)

K−x

(

K

x

)

. This leads to

ni = E [xi] = Kπi (15)

6.3. Curve-fitting

A curve-fitting approach is used to relate the average numberof subscribers at a broker with a
performance metric of interest (here per-broker throughput) using a single function generated from some
observed data. Therefore, the generated function can be used to numerically extrapolate near-future
outcomes. There are several curve fit forms we could chose from to build a function that gives the “best”
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Fig. 11. Polynomial fit.

fit (i.e., the curve with minimum error between the generatedcurve and data points, usually referred to as
least-square error). In this paper, we have chosen thepolynomialcurve-fitting approach since it shows
the best fit, among the other generic forms we have tried, for our observed data. Using Excel, we fit a
3rd degree polynomial curve. Note that the observed data used for generating the curve is collected from
the experiments of our general mobility model (random model). It is also collected from all the brokers
used in our experimental setup. Figure 11 depicts the generated polynomial fitting-curve.

From this figure, we obtain the following polynomial equation that can be used to extrapolate the
throughput of individual brokers as a function of the expected number of subscribers x.

y = (0.0019)x3- (0.2256)x2 + (12.362)x + 1.7111 (16)

The value ofR2 = 0.9198, depicted in the graph, is an indicator from 0 to 1 thatreveals how closely
the estimated values for the fitting-curve correspond to theobserved data. A fitting-curve is more reliable
when itsR2 (known asR-squaredor the coefficient of determination) value is at or near 1.

6.4. Comparative study

Next we apply our analytical approach to derive the approximated per-broker throughput results in
the randomandneighboringmobility models, and compare them to our experimental results. We first
determine the expected numberE (x) of subscribers at each broker in both models using CTMC. We then
derive the approximated throughput results via Eq. (16) foreach individual broker. For all the results
reported next, we used the default values shown in Table 1 forTβ, Tδ, andTα. These values correspond
to the used values in our experimental setup. Unless otherwise stated, the total number of subscribersK

in the system was set to 200 and the total number of brokersN was set to 6. Thus, the size of the state
spaceS is H = N + 2 = 8 in the random model and 18 in the neighboring model.

Random Model Results: Using the default mean sojourn times indicated in Table 1, we can identify
the departure rate from each state. From Eqs (1), (2) and (3),we get

α = 1/18, δ = 1/84, and β = 1/120
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Fig. 12. Per-broker throughput results in the random mobility model.

We now describe the numerical solution for the set of Eqs (9),(10) and (11) using the obtained
departure rates(α, δ, andβ). We first use Eq. (11) to obtain the state probability of beingin connect state
P , which is equal for all connect states as discussed earlier.Thus, we haveP = 0.147679. Similarly,
we can use Eqs (9) and (10) to obtain the state probability of being in the handoff and disconnect states,
respectively. Hence, we haveπ1 = 0.025316 andπ2 = 0.088608. We verify that the obtained state
probabilities satisfy Eq. (5), i.e.,

8
∑

i=1

πi = π1 + π2 + NP = 0.025316 + 0.088608 + (6)0.147679 = 1.

For a validity check of our analytical model, we have compared the analytical and experimental results
in terms of the expected number of subscribers at each broker. Due to space limitations, these results are
not shown here but were very close. Further details can be found in [17].

We next describe the numerical results obtained from the random model presented in Section 6.1.
Based on Eq. (9), the expected number of subscribers/brokerfor a total subscriber population of 200 is
obtained bȳni = 200 × 0.147679 = 29.5358. The expected throughput of each broker is computed by
substitutingn̄i into Eq. (16). Thus, the per-broker throughput is given by y= 218.983 msgs/sec. We
plot y (the expected throughput result) along with the experimental throughput results for the random
model in Fig. 12. The lines across the data bars in the next figures represent the upper and lower bound
of a 95% confidence interval for throughput results.

Comparing the 95% confidence interval for both sets of results, we note that the confidence intervals
of the experimental results overlap all the corresponding intervals of the analytical results. This indicates
that the differences between the analytical and experimental results are not statistically significant. From
Fig. 12, we also note that the analytical results show relatively higher results compared to the experimental
results. This can be attributed to the fact that each broker will have a large number ofproxysubscribers
that buffer messages on behalf of the moving subscribers. Asa result, the throughput of individual
brokers (especially ones executing on machines with lower hardware configurations such asB3 andB4)
can be noticeably affected due to the overhead imposed by theproxy subscribers. Our analytical model
can be refined in the future to take the number of proxy subscribers at each broker into consideration.
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Table 5
State probabilities and E(x) of subscribers

State probabilities Expected number of subscribers
π1 = 0.1099 n1 = E(x1) = 200× 0.1099= 21.98
π2 = 0.1648 n2 = E(x2) = 200× 0.1648= 32.96
π3 = 0.2198 n3 = E(x3) = 200× 0.2198= 43.96
π4 = 0.1099 n4 = E(x4) = 200× 0.1099= 21.98
π5 = 0.0549 n5 = E(x5) = 200× 0.0549= 10.98
π6 = 0.2198 n6 = E(x6) = 200× 0.2198= 43.96
πDH = 0.1209 nDH = E(xDH) = 200× 0.1209= 24.18

Fig. 13. Per-broker throughput results in the neighboring mobility model.

Neighboring Model Results: Similarly, we use the default mean sojourn times to determine the
departure rate from each state. From Eqs (12), (13) and (14),we get

β = 1/120, δ = 1/24, and α13→18 = {1/6, 1/9, 1/12, 1/6, 1/3, 1/12}

We now describe the numerical solution for the matrix equation shown in Eq. (4) using the obtained
departure rates(β, δ, andα13→18). To solve Eq. (4), we plug in the rate values shown above in the
18 × 18M -matrix presented earlier and then find the solution for Eq. (4). Solving Eq. (4), we obtain
the state probability for the different states, and then theexpected number of subscribers can be found
by multiplying each state probability by the total number ofsubscribersK. Table 5 presents the state
probabilities of the connect statesπi, i = 1, · · ·, 6 and the total state probability of disconnect and handoff
states along with the expected number of subscribers for a total subscriber population of 200. Based on
the obtainedni, the expected per-broker throughput results can be determined using Eq. (16). Figure 13
depicts a plot of the expected throughput results along withthe corresponding experimental results
obtained using the neighboring model.

From Fig. 13, we note that the analytical and experimental results are close for most brokers. We
also observe that the analytical results show relatively lower throughput results with the central brokers,
brokers with a large number of neighbors (B3 andB6), compared to the experimental results. Generally,
the central brokers will be visited by a larger number of subscribers than other brokers, and from the
curve shown in Fig. 11, we note that there is a greater variation across the experimental data points with
the increase in the average number of subscribers. This may be the reason why brokersB3 andB6,
which serve the highest average number of subscribers, experience the largest deviation between the
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analytical and experimental results. Another reason can beattributed to the fact that central brokersB3
andB6 have a larger number of proxy subscribers that buffer messages on behalf of the actual moving
subscribers. Thus, the actual subscribers can consume moremessages during their connect intervals,
resulting in higher throughputs.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we proposed a novel and efficientpro-activemobility management scheme to extend
current pub/sub systems to operate in mobile wireless settings. The proposed scheme pro-actively
transfers subscriber context to the neighbor brokers priorto its movement to a new broker. The scheme
depends largely on the use of a data structure, calledneighbor graph, which dynamically captures the
setof next potential brokers where the subscriber context should be transferred. The neighbor graph is
automatically built and regularly updated to eliminate theoutlier neighbors. We have comprehensively
evaluated the performance of our proposed scheme through testbed experiments, comparing it to the
durable subscription-based and reactive schemes. Our experimental results demonstrate that the pro-
active approach is superior to the alternative solutions with respect to a number of performance metrics
such as message loss, message duplication and system throughput. Though its handoff and end-to-
end latency may be slightly higher than the durable subscription-base scheme, the pro-active scheme
outperforms both alternatives in overall performance. While the performance advantages hold true for
both mobility models, more predictable user movements (as in the neighboring mobility model) result
in even better performance for our proposed scheme. We conclude our work by introducing a modeling
approach to extrapolate the performance of our proposed pro-active approach in a near-size environment
(in terms of broker network and/or subscriber population) to our experimental testbed.

A number of directions for future work exist. In our current model, we allow subscribers to choose
which broker to attach to. From a system perspective, it may be preferable to let the pub/sub system
make this decision, to balance the load between brokers. We are also currently not supporting publisher
mobility. Finally, the efficiency of our proposed approach is very dependent on accurately predicting
subscriber mobility. In an ideal situation, we would be ableto narrow down the potential next-hop
neighbors for each subscriber to a small set of target brokers. Newer proposals for handover prediction
in cellular networks, such as [5,15,33] may therefore provide ways on further improving the performance
of the proposed pro-active mobility management approach.
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